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Abstract

This paper provides a numerical simulation method to help
design and estimate the properties of nano hole array based
plasmonic gas sensor. Different shapes, sizes, periods of
the arrays and materials are tested. The study shows how
these factors would affect the final design of the sensor. Pe-
riod mainly decides the peak oscillating wavelength; size
controls the intensity and sharpness of the waveform; shape
of nano holes affects the result integratedly; while material
(gold and silver) has least effect.

1 Introduction

The potential for non-invasive diagnosis of diseases, includ-
ing various cancers, diabetes, tuberculosis, kidney diseases,
and multiple sclerosis, using exhaled breath has been rec-
ognized for some time [?, ?, ?]. Biomarkers of certain
diseases like lung cancers and diabetes usually have low
concentration (in ppb level) in human breath. [?, ?] How-
ever, most traditional electrical conductance based sensors
have sensitivity in ppm level [?]. Plasmonic based gas sen-
sors are widely used for non-invasive diagnosis in recent
years [?], to achieve high sensitivity in ppb level.

Nano hole array sensors are based on localized surface plas-
mon resonance(LSPR) [?], LSPR oscillates at certain fre-
quency with an incident light source. When the local envi-
ronment changes, i.e. gas molecules attached on the surface
of nano holes, the oscillating frequency shifts. Equation ??
calculates the peak oscillating frequency of nano hole ar-
rays.
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P represents the period of the array; εm and εd represent the
dielectric constants of the metal and the dielectric material
in contact with the metal respectively; i and j are the scat-
tering orders of the array (Usually= (1,0) or (1,1)) [?]. In
addition, the size, shape, and material affect the peak fre-
quency as well. In this paper, we provide a numerical sim-
ulation to study the effect of these factors during the design
of a plasmonic nano hole array gas sensor.

2 Methods and Results

Lumerical FDTD is used as the simulation tool in this pa-
per [?]. The effect of different shapes, sizes, periods and
materials are studied respectively. In each part, only one
factor is studied and the others are set as default value. The
default setup is shape=circle, size=300nm, period=500nm,
material=gold. A board band light source (400 1200 nm)
is applied. The localized electrical field incited by the light
source and the normalized transmission light through the
holes is simulated. Since the structures are symmetric, only
one period is simulated. Then the result is duplicated to the
whole system to accelerate the simulation.

Figure 1. Electrical field distribution and oscillating wave-
form of different shapes(circle, square, and bowtie). Other
factors are kept same as size=300nm, period=500nm, ma-
terial=gold

First, the effect of different shapes is studied including cir-
cle, square and bowtie. Figure ?? shows the localized elec-
trical field and the waveform of the three shapes. The
strongest electrical field locates at the edges of the holes.
Bowtie has the highest electrical field, which leads to the
sharpest peak of the wavelength. Sharp peaks usually pro-
vide higher sensitivity since even small shifts can be eas-
ily measured. The peak wavelength of bowtie appears at
650nm, while the peaks of circle and square locate around
800nm. However, due to the smaller transmission area, the



intensity of bowtie is about half of the ones of circle and
square.

Next, the effect of size is studied. Figure ?? shows the
waveform of circles with diameters of 250nm, 300nm, and
350nm respectively. Since the periods are the same, the
peak wavelength does not change (around 800nm). As the
size decreases, the intensity drops a little while the sharp-
ness increases.

Figure 2. Oscillating waveform of different sizes(250nm,
300nm, and 350nm). Other factors are kept same as
shape=circle, period=500nm, material=gold

Gold and silver are the two most used materials for plas-
monic sensors. Figure ?? shows the waveform of the same
structure with gold and silver. Although silver has sharper
shape and lower intensity, the effect caused by these two
materials is relatively small compared with other factors.

Figure 3. Oscillating waveform of different material(gold
and silver). Other factors are kept same as shape=circle,
size=300nm, period=500nm

Period is the key factor that decides the peak oscillating
wavelength. Figure ?? shows the waveform of periods=
500nm, 550nm, and 600nm. In this case, the sizes are mod-
ified a little to keep the shape the same and other factors
are set as default values. The peak red shifts linearly as the
period increases. The amount of peak shift equals to the
change of the period.

3 Conclusion

Based on the simulation results, there’s no large difference
between gold and silver devices. Period is the main fac-
tor that decides the peak of the wavelength. Any change
of period will be directly reflected at the oscillating wave-
form. Size of the hole decides the intensity of transmission
light and the sharpness of the waveform. Smaller size can
provide sharper result at the risk of losing some intensity.

Figure 4. Oscillating waveform of different periods
(500nm, 550nm, and 600nm). Size is calibritated in each
group to keep the shape of waveform unchanged. Other
factors are kept the same as shape=circle, material=gold.

Shape has a complex effect on the result including the peak
position, sharpness and intensity. Bowtie provides sharper
waveform but needs larger size and smaller period to in-
crease intensity. Square has high intensity but needs smaller
size to increase the sharpness. Circle could be the best
choice since it gives high intensity and acceptable sharp-
ness. In addition, circle arrays are easy to fabricate com-
pared with square and bowtie structures.
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